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Formative feedback

Overall Comment:

A strong set of images that show a strong understanding of a brief with a good 
execution that shows you have good technical skills & an understanding of 
narrative. A very strong start to your module

Feedback on assignment 

The choice of a childhood location  and seeing it from a child's eyes ,is a 
way ti approach this brief,it is in fact important that with any project 
and assignment that you have a clear idea of the brief and additionally 
it is also important to have a clear idea of your audience . The images 
demonstrate a mature and technically pro!cient approach ,the !nal 
selection was well edited and could have included many of the images 
that you shot , many are possibly even stronger as individual images 
,however the "ow and balance of the !nals does work well. 

However there is one small issue that I wish to raise : format . The mix of 
landscape and portrait formats does not hold the !nal selection 
together as well as the use of a single format ,there are no rights or 
wrongs ,but it would be a stronger series if all were of a format that is 
uniform.  

The use of the child’s POV (point of View) works well ,although it is 
perhaps strongest with the Gate & school, but would a landscape image 
not worked better ? 

The technique of long exposure  with water is well executed ,but as you 



have this technical ability and the equipment to execute the images 
,could pushing the technique to a more dream like imagery ,maybe 
worked stronger ?

As already stated there is no right or wrong, but with such a picturesque 
location ,and give that you already have skills ,maybe more considered 
and stronger images would work ? 
A less able student would not be pushed at this point ,but as you have 
shown, technique is less of an issue and therefore ,this is a point worth 
considering,every assignment should be taken as far as you can , 
already you are producing strong work and after this module,I would 
hope you take on the challenge of the degree.  

There are a few images I would wish to discuss and hope that you can 
see the potential for the locations could produce even stronger images.

Foot ball : Goal posts 
The empty !eld is an approach,however ,the empty sky does not add a 
great deal to the communication ,where as if you crop in ,and ideally do 
that optically,because your POV is strong , you have more of the !eld 
and the graphic quality of the posts works well and reinforces that is is a 
considered image,and not just grabbed? The ‘dutch’ angle does work 
but is even better when cropped as illustrated here.



Waterfall :

The image is strong and as already acknowledged,using a tripod has 
ensures the soft water effect has been employed ,but if this is an 
idealized childhood view, would it not be improved,by cropping out the 
man made element and becoming more ‘idealized’ ? 



These are subtle changes ,but ones that maybe change the work and 
produce a narrative that has more dream like qualities and re"ect the 
images that we record as children ,we ignore details sometimes,and 
look at our minds eye and remember an idealize view,not the 
documentary view of reality.

The image you have chosen of the duck pond,maybe the obvious one 
,however I see that there are much stronger images in the contacts . 
This one comes to mind ,and again,its not better, just different,but 
communications a ‘memory’ rather than just documents ?

Your observations of shadows and details shows,you see ,it is the 
editing and strength of conviction at that point that will elevate the 
series .

The brief does state “push yourself out of your comfort zone “. 
This is something you show evidence of doing when capturing the 
images ,but the editing does not show as much bravery . 
I suggest that you return to this project and re-edit. 
Create a modi!ed brief to yourself and produce that work ,not for 
assessment ,but your own reappraisal .  



Coursework

The course is not just about the assignments, as you are aware , when 
you next send an assignment, maybe you can send a ‘snapshot’ of your 
exercises . 

Research
If you pursue a degree this element is very important and has to be 
documented, a BLOG is the format that is employed ,it is usual to start 
one on a foundation Module, but if you are considering taking this 
further ,it maybe something you may wish to investigate ,and employ 
for this module ?

Documentation of re"ection and research are important ,and as part of 
the academic process they are essential ,as this is early on this module,it 
is not an issue, but seeing you work ,I feel it something worth 
mentioning .

Suggested reading/viewing 

Photography is a vast subject ,and one that potentially has no 
boundaries ,You are on a fantastic journey , and it is important t be 
aware of many genre ,practitioners as well as developing your own 
practice.The module mentions many photographers ,but there are so 
many that you can discover ,if you haven't already ,do explore the 
BJP,British Journal of Photography , although you may already subscribe 
to some magazines ,many are repetitive and equipment bias , explore 
all but ,nothing is as good as seeing work in exhibition ,large prints in a 
gallery space is a wonder to behold.Get to as many exhibitions as you 
can .

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment
Painting with light is a great assignment ,do test ,explore and 



remember that you learn more from your mistakes than from your 
successes .

Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: 
written or video/audio.

It is increasingly important that contact is done over the internet with 
Skype or Google equivalent . MAybe next assignment could be done 
that way ?
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Next assignment due 15th November 2016


